The single publication H-index of Schubert is applied to the papers in the Hirsch-core of a researcher, journal or topic. Four practical examples are given and regularities are explained: the regression line of the single publication H-index of the ranked papers in the Hirsch-core is decreasing. We propose two measures of indirect citation impact: the average of the single publication H-indices of the papers in the Hirsch-core and the H-index of these single publication H-indices, defined as the indirect H-index. Formulae for these indirect citation impact measures are given in the Lotkaian context.
Introduction
The single publication H-index was introduced in Schubert (2009) , for assessing single publications. Its definition is as follows. For a fixed publication, consider all publications that cite this fixed publication. If we consider this set of citing publications, one can count the citations to theses publications and rank them in decreasing order of received citations. The h-index of this ranked list (i.e. the largest rank r such that all publications receive at least r citations) is called the single publication H-index of the fixed publication.
The main idea behind this definition is that not only direct impact of a publication is important (direct citations to this publication) but also indirect impact, i.e. the citations to papers that cite this single publication.
The main topic of this paper is the following. Consider a set of papers (e.g. of a researcher, journal or topic) of which we can calculate the classical Hirsch-index (h-index) based on received citations. For this (easy) calculation, papers are ranked in decreasing order of received citations. For each paper in this ranked list we can calculate the single publication H-index as defined above. So, for each paper (say in the h-core) we have a single publication h-index, denoted H 1 , …, H h (we distinguish between h, the h-index of the set of papers and H i , the single publication H-index of the ith paper in this h-core
Let us give a concrete example: the publications of this author and their citations on April 21st 2011 according to Thomson Reuters' Web of Science (WoS). In Table 1 we can see that the h-index of Egghe is h = 19.
The single publication H-indices of these 19 papers is calculated as follows. In the WoS we ask for the papers of Egghe to be ranked in decreasing order of received citations. When clicking on each paper we can ask for seeing all papers that cite this paper (e.g. for the paper on rank r = 1 we ask for retrieving all 172 citing papers). Then we ask for putting these citing papers in decreasing order of received citations from which it is easy to calculate the single publication H-index (e.g. for the first paper H 1 = 19, for the second paper H 2 = 13 and so on). This procedure is very simple and can be executed in a few minutes.
In Thor and Bornmann (2011) one presents a web application where the single publication H-index can be automatically calculated for any publication indexed in Google Scholar.
It is clear that we can expect higher H r -values for lower r ranks. This will be studied theoretically in the next section based on the Lotkaian framework (see e.g. Egghe 2005 ). Also a formula for H h (the single publication H-index of the paper on rank r = h) is presented. In Sect. 3 we study four examples: the example of Egghe above, the example of Jean Bourgain (Field medalist in mathematics), the example of the journal ''Scientometrics' ' (period 2006-2011) In Sect. 4 we present two new measures of indirect citations impact: H, the average of the H i -values in the h-core and IH, the indirect H-index of the researcher, journal or topic, being the Hirsch-index of the H 1 , H 2 , …, H h -values. We calculate H and IH for the given examples and present formulae for H and IH in the Lotkaian framework.
The paper ends with a conclusion and open problems section.
Theoretical considerations in a Lotkaian framework
The example in Table 1 (Egghe data) can be generalized as follows. The first two columns represent a classical rank-order distribution of papers and their received citations (in decreasing order of received citations). Denote by g(r) this number of received citations. In a Lotkaian framework this is the law of Zipf
This is so because of the following. Denote by f(j) the number of papers with j citations. In a continuous framework we have (see Egghe 2005 , Exercise II.2.2.6 or Egghe and Rousseau (2006) , Appendix, where also a proof is presented).
Proposition 1
The following assertions are equivalent
(the law of Zipf (1) above) B, b [ 0 (constants) and r [ ]0, T] where T is the total number of papers. Moreover, the relations between the parameters are
Note that it follows from the definition of f(j) that, if a [ 1 H-index of papers in the Hirsch-core 729
implying that (4) also reads
In Egghe and Rousseau (2006) we proved that in such systems, the h-index equals
For each r, the number g(r) is the number of citations to the paper on rank r. In the definition of single paper h-index, we consider these g(r) papers and citations to these g(r) papers. Hence, for each r, we again have a classical rank-order distribution: e.g. for r = 1 in Table 1 , we have 172 papers which can be arranged in decreasing order of citations that they received. Hence, for each r we have similar functions as in (2) and (3) which we can denote u j
Formula (11) is the key relation in our single publication H-index model of papers in the h-core: the citing papers (to the paper on rank r) become cited papers in the definition of single publication H-index. According to this definition and applying (8) to this case, we have that the single publication H-index of the paper on rank r equals
Note that, strictly speaking, the new parameters a 0 and b 0 depend on the rank r. We have supposed that they are independent of r as a first approximation and for the sake of simplicity.
So we have proved the following result.
Proposition 2 In a system where papers are ranked in decreasing order of the number of received citations, for every rank r, we have that the paper on this rank has the single publication H-index H r where
where g(r) is given by (3) and where a 0 is Lotka's exponent in (9) (of the Lotkaian system of the citing papers on rank r now treated as cited papers). Hence H r is a decreasing function of r (by (3)).
Corollary 3
Proof This follows from (11) and the fact that a 0 [ 1. h
Corollary 4 For r = h, we have
, an increasing function of h.
Proof By (13), we have that
By the very definition of the h-index we have h = g(h), from which (15) follows. h
Corollary 5 For r = h, we have
Proof This follows readily from (15) and the fact that a' [ 1. h
Combining (8) with (15) we also have
Although it is not true in all cases we will find, in most cases that H r B h. In the next section we will give practical evidence for the theoretical results.
Practical examples
The example of Egghe ( Table 1) We see that (14) is verified for all r. Note that, theoretically, H r can have any value due to the fact that the g(r) citing papers (citing the paper on rank r) can be cited by other papers, independent of the existing g(r)-system. But this example shows that the found theoretical regularities apply due to the (more or less) Lotkaian nature of the other systems on which the single publication H-index H r is calculated.
It is clear that H h = 7 \ h = 19. Using (15) leads to an approximate a 0 -value
The sequence (H r ) r=1,…,h is not decreasing but has a decreasing regression line as 
This shows that direct citations have a relation with the indirect citations as revealed through the single publication H-index. This will lead to two new impact measures of indirect citation (one of them being defined as the indirect H-index-see the next section).
The example of J. Bourgain (Table 2) J. Bourgain, a Belgian mathematician, but now working in the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, won the Fields medal in 1994 (the Fields medals are the equivalent of the ''Nobel Prices'' in mathematics). We were interested if similar properties of H r can be found in this case of extreme performance and impact-see Table 2 .
We again see that (14) is verified for all r. It is clear that h = 34 and H h = 8. Using (15) leads to an approximate a 0 -value
The sequence (H r ) r=1, … ,h is not decreasing but has a decreasing regression line as The example of the journal ''Scientometrics' ' (2006-2011) In Table 3 we present the data on H r for the journal ''Scientometrics'', limited to the period 2006-April 21, 2011 in order to limit the size of the Table. We again see that (14) is verified for all r. It is clear that h = 24 and H h = 4. Using (15) leads to an approximate a 0 -value
The sequence (H r ) r=1, … ,h is not decreasing but has a decreasing regression line as Fig. 3 shows. Its equation is In Table 4 we present the data on H r for JOI.
We again see that (14) is verified for all r. It is clear that h = 15 and H h = 4. Using (15) leads to an approximate a'-value H-index of papers in the Hirsch-core 733
The sequence (H r ) r=1, … ,h is not decreasing but has a decreasing regression line as Fig. 4 shows. Its equation is Since the sequence (H r ) r=1, … ,h is not necessarily decreasing, we have to put the values H 1 , …, H h in decreasing order. Table 1 gives IH = 10 for Egghe, Table 2 gives IH = 12 for J. Bourgain, Table 3 gives IH = 10 for ''Scientometrics' ' (2006-2011) and Table 4 gives IH = 7 for JOI.
In our Lotkaian framework, we can prove the following formula for IH in function of the ''direct'' h-index h and the Lotkaian parameters a and a 0 .
Theorem 6 In the notation of the second (theoretical) section, we have
Proof Since, by (11), for every r
But, by (7) and (8) 
However, B depends on h and a as follows: by (4), (6) and (8) we have
So (39) implies
by (5). (40) and (41) 
We see that all four examples satisfy (43).
Conclusions and suggestions for further research
The novelty of this paper is the introduction of the interesting single publication H-index (Schubert 2009 ) into the framework of the papers in the h-core of a researcher (journal, topic, …). Four practical cases are studied and we show that they share the same properties. A rationale for these properties in the Lotkaian framework is presented. The fact that these single publication H-indices decrease in the rank r shows that there is a link between direct and indirect citation impact. Therefore we introduced the indirect H-index IH being the H-index of the values H 1 , …, H h . We also introduce the average H-index H being the average of the values H 1 , …, H h . For both indirect impact measures we present a formula in the Lotkaian framework.
We feel that both indirect impact measures IH and H are basic for the assessment of indirect impact and hence we encourage researchers to produce further practical examples of larger bodies of papers (e.g. journals, institutes, …).
Also this theory and examples could be extended to other impact measures such as the g-index (Egghe 2006) or the R-index (Jin et al. 2007) or other impact measures (see the review Egghe 2010) and references therein.
